From: Tom Tamarkin [mailto:tt@usclcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 06:01
To: HRH (hrbone@aol.com)
Subject: business follow up

Harry:
Very nice conversation last night. Thank you. Good to meet you. This
memo provides the follow-up I promised you.
Not knowing your deep and lengthy history with TAE (Tri Alpha Energy,) I
contacted you because we thought you would be interested in the
PowerMasters™ video game series in an actors supporting role.
This is the business follow-up as promised:
 Check out: http://www.energycite.com It has everything laid out on
the PowerMasters games series as proposed.
 Under “About” is 6 bullet point Master Plan
at: http://energycite.com/plan.php
 Elevator pitch is one paragraph pitch for mission, need, and
expected results at: http://energycite.com/gameElevator.php
 I have key patents in the utility industry smart meter and system
topology which will couple the games to one’s utility meter providing a
home energy dashboard with bill reconciliation. See patent
explanations at: http://fusion4freedom.us/patents/
 Profits generated from the game and the licensing of the IP to the
utility industry will be used to fund the energy consortium. Recurring
annual revenue >500 million USD can be generated.
 This is intended to accelerate the private fusion projects under way
and to provide significant milestone based “competitive awards.”
 As importantly it serves as an insurance policy to the financial
backers of the firms in the event of commercial failure.

 Summary of energy consortium at:
http://energycite.com/endgame.php Scroll down to numbered points
1-14 after “Therefore it is proposed” near the end.
We are looking for investors now. Small dollars set up as a loan. Details
at: http://energycite.com/opportunity.php We leverage the initial loan funds
through a very well-produced and managed Kickstarter program to
generate > 4 million USD. Payback to the initial lender/investors is one
year. Have flexibility on equity and long term kickers.
Fundamentally this is an entertainment style project and we believe you
could help us raise the short term funds needed with Hollywood contacts.
It was for these two reasons I initially contacted you.
Thank you.
Regards,
TT

